
Our company is looking to fill the role of testing analyst. Thank you in advance for
taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for testing analyst

Extract, clean, transform, and validate data with the purpose of reporting to
Compliance management for business decision making purposes in support
of Compliance Testing
Conduct and analyze results of regulatory testing to determine if remediation
is required and to develop remediation plans, if appropriate
Work with relevant business units to execute the remediation plans and to
perform follow-up quality-assurance testing to ensure that remediation
worked as intended
Summarize all tests, their results and remediation plans in a written report
Monitor trends in testing to better inform the testing process and to
continuously improve the testing process to identify regulatory shortcomings
more quickly
Facilitate external and internal audits by collecting requested information, as
needed
Perform other duties as assigned in support of the Compliance Department
Understand the scope of testing and review of Requirements document
Prepare the Test Cases and ensure that all the requirements are covered
using industry based software testing techniques for Functional Testing
Organize and drive conference calls interact with RTB team, Business Analyst
team, Development team, IT Support team, Data loads team, other Global
stakeholders and raising any IT problems for resolution from delivery point of
view
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Good communication skills, able to coordinate with multiple stakeholders
seamlessly over phone
BSEE/CS/CE with -3-5 years related experience
Testing experience in testing Finance module of Oracle ERP understanding
Test methodology and software development life cycle (Agile and Waterfall)
Finance domain knowledge of Invoice to Cash, Revenue Reporting, Procure
to Pay , Record to Report
Test scripting experience
Ability to multi-task and drive critical tasks to completion with little
supervision


